WHY STUDY AT BAUET?

BAUET Graduates will get preference in getting jobs at different organizations of Bangladesh Army.

- Govt. appointed Vice Chancellor and Treasurer
- 100% residential facilities for male and female students
- Ph.D holders and experienced full time faculty members
- More than 40 well-equipped modern laboratories
- Well-enriched library with e-learning facilities
- Classrooms with smart boards and multimedia projectors
- 11 active clubs along with BNCC for co-curricular activities
- Play grounds and gymnasium for games and sports
- Merit scholarship and waiver facilities for deserving students
- Financial assistance for GPA 5 (Golden) in both SSC & HSC

FEES & PAYMENT

CE/CSE/EEE/ICE (Total Cost Tk. 784,000/-)
- Admission Fee Tk. 25,000/-
- 1st Semester Fee Tk. 94,000/-
- Total Tk. 119,000/-
  (For Next 7 Semesters Tk. 95,000/- each)

BBA (Total Cost Tk. 450,000/-)
- Admission Fee Tk. 25,000/-
- 1st Semester Fee Tk. 40,000/-
- Total Tk. 65,000/-
  (For Next 7 Semesters Tk. 55,000/- each)

English/LLB (Total Cost Tk. 350,000/-)
- Admission Fee Tk. 25,000/-
- 1st Semester Fee Tk. 31,000/-
- Total Tk. 56,000/-
  (For Next 7 Semesters Tk. 42,000/- each)

Residential Costs
- Monthly Cost Tk. 5,200/- (Approx.)
- Hall Security Tk. 5,000/- (Refundable)

Other Costs
- Admission Form Tk. 540/-
- Medical Fund Tk. 300/- (Yearly)
- Uniform (Male) Tk. 1,230/- each set
- Uniform (Female) Tk. 780/- each set

* No Other Hidden Charges

Admission going on against some vacant seats only. Students having GPA 8.50 & above (SSC+HSC) are eligible for direct/spot admission.*

* Conditions Applicable

PROGRAMS

ICE EEE CE CSE
BBA ENGLISH LLB

Eligibility

ICE, EEE, CE & CSE
- GPA 7.30 & above (SSC + HSC) with GPA 3.00 in Mathematics, Physics & Chemistry individually

BBA, English & LLB
- GPA 6.50 & above (SSC + HSC)

Admission Deadline
- 31 March 2020, Tuesday**

** Conditions Applicable

Admission Office is Open Everyday Including Holidays from 8:15 am to 4:30 pm
BAUET, Qadirabad, Dayarampur, Natore-6431
Contact: 01708503510; 01708503504; 01708503558; 01799004032
01708503559 (Rajshahi) & 01708503520 (Dhaka); www.bauet.ac.bd